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OpenPlanetaryMap



We want to built an open platform 
to make it easy to create and share 
maps and locations on any planets 
or bodies in our Solar System.
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TEAM

Cutting-edge geospatial data 
visualisation and analysis company.

Non-profit organisation promoting and 
facilitating the open practice of 
planetary science and data analysis for 
professionals and amateurs.

FRAMEWORK

PARTNER

You?

CARTO Entreprise Account 
1 GB - 4 builder / 10 viewer  seats



Open repository of geospatial datasets 
containing information used to create basemaps 
and to enable location-based searches.

Web app, Python module and CLI 
interfaces to search, add and share 
places on planetary bodies. 

Geocoding and geo-referencing APIs to 
enable location-based searches and 
crowdsourcing of our datasets repository.

Basemaps that are needed to build any 
types of web mapping applications or 
geospatial data visualisation.

Platform overview

Basemaps

Datasets

APIs

Interfaces



Community and Ecosystem

Planetary scientists 
and general public

3rd party 
applicationsDevelopers and 

map makers

OPM team and 
contributors

Curate, develop and maintain the 
OPM platform.

search, add and share 
places on planetary 
bodies.

• Use basemaps and APIs to 
develop 3rd party applications 

• Create new basemaps

Interactive maps, 3D/VR 
environments, games, online 
course / MOOCs, scientific 
research tools.



Why do we need basemaps?



Basemaps serve as base layer of 
any visualisations, and provide 
contextual information for users to 
perform specific tasks.



Data Search and Access

Mars Orbital Data Explorer (ODE)



PILOT

Data Search and Access



Solar System Trek

Data Visualisation



PlanetServer

Data Analysis



Story Telling

Mars Curiosity Rover Tracker



(Is there) Life on Mars?

Education



Basemaps made of a cartographic 
combination of several datasets at 
multiple scale can provide better 
context and usability.



The making of our basemaps



Process

1. Requirements and concept definition

2.  Datasets identification 

3.  Datasets processing 

4.  Datasets ingestion into servers: tiling and upload 
to AWS S3 for raster, CARTO for vector dataset) 

5.  Map design at multiple scale (zoom level) 

6.  Servers configuration 

7.  Testing



Key questions and principles

1. What kind of information do we want to 
communicate? 

2. Who are the recipient and target 
audience?  

3. How can we maximise functionality and 
aesthetics with as few datasets as 
possible? 



The baseline of our concept is to 
create basemaps that provide a 
characteristic view of the planets 
for a broader audience.



What make Mars looks like Mars?

1. the typical red Mars colour, 

2. the characteristic distribution of variations of 
lightness values, also known as surface 
albedo features. 

3. the global topography with its characteristic 
dichotomy separating highlands from lowlands 
and rougher-surface areas from smoother ones. 



Datasets

IAU-based Nomenclature (polygons) 
MOLA-based Topography Contours (lines) 
TES-based Albedo (3 classes) 
MOLA-based Topography Contours (polygon) 
MOLA-based Topography Hillshade 











How to use our basemaps



Our basemaps collection

https://www.openplanetary.org/opm/basemaps



Fetching XYZ Web Mercator projected iiles



Next steps

• Improve existing basemaps and create new ones (eg: 
Mercury)

• Handle other map projections (cylindrical, 
stereographic)

• Provide a better experience through fast and smooth 
vector-rendered basemaps
- using WebGL and Mapbox styles  

• Enable map makers to create their own styles based on 
a common collection of datasets





openplanetary.org/opm

We want to build something useful the 
community. Feedback appreciated!

forum.openplanetary.org


